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ABSTRACT
Flexible transparent conductive films of micropatterned carbon nanotube
networks are studied in this thesis. Plasma etching through a contact mask was
used to form hydrophilic micropatterns on the surface of polyethylene
terephthalate foils, which enabled the selective deposition of single-wall carbon
nanotubes from their aqueous dispersions by simple dip-coating. A higher
density grid-type pattern was used in conjunction with a highly concentrated
ink to create transparent conductive films with sheet resistances below 10 kΩ/◻
◻
on the mechanically flexible polymer, which was then found suitable for
capacitive touch screen applications. To confirm the conduction process in the
films is due to the percolation, also a lower density line pattern was made and
coated using a dispersion of lower concentration.
Keywords: transparent conductive films, carbon nanotubes, plasma etching,
micropatterns
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Tämän
kandintyön
tutkimuskohde
on
mikrokuvioiduista
hiilinanoputkiverkostoista koostuvat läpinäkyvät johtavat kalvot (transparent
conductive film, TCF). Hydrofiilisen mikrokuvion muodostamiseen
polyetyleenitereftalaattikalvon pinnalle käytettiin plasmaetsausta, mikä
mahdollisti selektiivisen hiilinanoputkien päällystyksen vesipohjaisista
dispersioista yksinkertaisella kastamismenetelmällä. Tiiviimpi ristikkomainen
kuvio käytettynä korkeamman pitoisuuden dispersion kanssa sai aikaa kalvoja,
◻ mekaanisesti taipuisan
joiden pintavastus oli parhaimmillaan alle 10 kΩ/◻
polymeerin päällä. Tällaisen kalvon todettiin olevan sopiva kapasitiivisiin
kosketusnäyttösovelluksiin. Jotta johtavuus kalvoissa voitaisiin liittää
perkolaatioon, tehtiin myös kalvoja harvemmalla viivakuviolla käyttäen
matalamman pitoisuuden dispersiota.
Avainsanat: läpinäkyvät johtavat kalvot, hiilinanoputket, plasma etsaus,
mikrokuviot
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Abbreviations and units
TCF - thin conductive film
LCD - liquid crystal display
PET - polyethylene terephthalate
ITO - indium-doped tin oxide
AZO - aluminium-doped zinc oxide
PEDOT - poly-(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
CNT - carbon nanotube
SWCNT - single-wall carbon nanotube
MWCNT - multi-walled carbon nanotube
SWCNT-COOH - carboxylic acid functionalized single-wall carbon nanotube
RIE - reactive ion etching
sccm - standard cubic centimeters per minute
mTorr - milliTorr (unit of pressure)
W - watt
rpm - rotations per minute
Ω/◻ - ohms per square, unit of sheet resistance
XPS - X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
SEM - scanning electron microscopy
AFM - atomic force microscopy
I-V - current-voltage
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1. I NTRODUCTION
Transparent conductive films are used in optoelectronic devices. (Naghdi, Rhee, Hui,
& Park, 2018) Liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) account for the largest volume use of
transparent conductive materials but other applications include touch panels,
E-paper, thin film solar and flexible displays. (Hecht, Hu, & Irvin, 2011)
The two most important properties for transparent electrodes and so also
transparent conductive films are their conductivity and transparency as the name
might imply. (Zhang, R. & Engholm, 2018) Both of them need to be high enough for
the film to be usable in the applications mentioned above.. Some applications require
very high conductivity while not requiring the film to be as transparent as some other
applications which might in exchange not require the conductivity to be as high. For
example LCDs do not have quite as demanding sheet resistance requirements as
some other applications while a good transparency is needed for a screen. (Hecht et
al., 2011)
The mechanical properties of TCFs are also important when considering flexible
applications. In addition, resilience can be an advantage to withstand bending and
mechanical deformation induced stresses not only when the films are under use but
also during manufacture. The adhesion of the material to the substrate is a further
issue to be considered, since lacking such a property can lead to a degradation of the
film overtime. While the conducting material and the deposition method might be
one might consider first, the substrate on which the coating is applied deserves
attention as well, since it affects not only the deposition method but also the type of
the conducting material to be used, and the possible applications of the film.
Here, my aim is to contribute to the vast field of TCFs using a novel approach that
is expected to result in grid-type conductive films on polymer surfaces. In my study,
I am about to prove it is possible to use a mask plasma etching treatment of
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films to create a micropattern of less hydrophobic
surface areas. This would mean that the contact angle of the surface inside the treated
pattern would be lowered in reference to other non-treated parts thus improving the
wetting behavior of the processed areas with aqueous liquids. I am also going to
prove that films treated in this manner can be dip-coated in an aqueous
SWCNT-COOH solution to deposit CNTs on the film with the difference in the
hydrophobicity making it so that the CNTs are mostly deposited inside the treated
pattern. TCFs made using the above process are expected to be functional to
demonstrate an application of a capacitive switch structure.
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2. THEORY
There are several materials used in coatings for TCFs. Those include transparent
conductive oxides such as aluminium-doped tin oxide and indium-doped tin oxide,
but also different conducting metal nanomaterials, graphene, carbon nanotubes and
conductive polymers are applied. Each of these materials have different properties
with different deposition methods, shortcomings and advantages.
Transparent conductive oxides are often used for TCFs and indium tin oxide
(ITO) is the most commonly used one in the devices commercially available today.
While ITO has high electrical conductivity and optical transparency, its mechanical
brittleness and the scarcity of the dopant indium are raising limitations.(Hecht et al.,
2011) Furthermore, the sputter deposition method normally used in the fabrication
of ITO films also result in increased cost. (Li, D., Lai, Zhang, & Huang, 2018) These
issues are something that hopefully the upcoming generations of materials and
manufacturing methods would help to solve..
Conducting metal nanomaterials include both nanoparticles and nanowires. Silver
nanowires and particles are widely used due to their electrical and thermal properties,
and silver is also the most conductive metal. Silver nanowires are considered a
promising candidate for replacing ITO as their processing is relatively simple and
associated with lower costs than ITO. (Naghdi et al., 2018) Furthermore, among
affordable metals, silver has an appealing chemical stability, which is an advantage
considering that other candidate metals (e.g. copper or aluminum) are prone to
oxidation.(Hajimammadov et al., 2017; Mohl et al., 2010; Zhang & Engholm, 2018)
Methods used for depositing silver nanowires include spraying, doctor blading,
electroless deposition, Meyer bar coating, ink jet printing and spin coating. (Zhang &
Engholm, 2018)
The first polymer to demonstrate high conductivity with the addition of p- and
n-dopants was polyacetylene, however it is not commercially viable due to its
instability in air. In general, instability caused by oxygen, moisture, and
light-induced chemical degradation is the major shortcoming of conducting polymers
as their electronic conductivity is due to charged doping but their doped state in
unstable.(Hecht et al., 2011) Conductive polymers have found some applications and
currently PEDT also known as PEDOT and its composite with polystyrene sulfonic
acid (PEDOT-PSS) are the most widespread in applications today. (Kirchmeyer &
Reuter, 2005) This latter composite (PEDOT-PSS) deposited by spin-coating has
received the most technical and application success from conducting polymers.
(Hecht et al., 2011) As for deposition methods spin-coating is one method for
depositing PEDOT-PSS. (Argun, Chirpan, & Reynolds, 2003)
Graphene along with carbon nanotubes are the two allotropes of carbon that have
been used for transparent conductive films. High electrical conductivity and low
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optical absorption meaning a good transparency make graphene sheets an excellent
candidate for transparent conductive films. They have also shown good thermal and
chemical stability. Graphene can be used in transparent conductive films as both
larger sheets and smaller flakes with films made from the flakes introducing multiple
boundaries and defects that decrease the conductivity compared to films made from
single large sheets. There are two general methods of producing transparent
conductive films with graphene, one is the creation of large sheets and the other is
using graphene oxide with solution methods because of its better solubility. In this
case the graphene oxide has to be fully reduced in order to have a conductive film as
incomplete reduction will lead to decreased electrical conductivity. Carbon
nanotubes could be considered as having an advantage in this regard as they do not
require this extra processing step. (Hecht et al., 2011)
Carbon nanotubes are a good candidates for flexible TCFs because of their high
electrical conductivity and excellent mechanical elastic properties. (Song et al., 2013)
Furthermore, their high aspect ratio enables easy percolation thus forming continuous
interconnected paths to conduct current in random networks at very low surface
coverage. (Hecht et al., 2011) There are several different methods of making TCFs
using CNTs most of which can also be used for graphene as well. They include
spray, dip, spin, drop, bar and rod coating as well as printing, vacuum filtration and
electrophoretic deposition. Among these methods, only some are scalable and
large-scale fabrication with industrialized potential is needed. (Li et al., 2018) They
also produce films with varying surface roughness, sheet resistance and transparency.
Many of these methods are solution methods which require for the CNTs to be made
into a solution. (Hecht et al., 2011) As pristine CNTs do not disperse easily in most
of the common solvents, particularly not in water, therefore, surface functionalization
is necessary to promote solvatation of the nanotubes. However films made from
functionalized CNTs tend to suffer from low conductivities as the functionalization
disturbs the pristine structure of the CNT. (Hecht et al., 2011)
Adding on to the results published by Mohl et al. 2015 (and its supplementary
info), an updated transparency versus sheet resistance plot (Figure 1) for different
materials (Azani & Hassanpour, 2018; Chou & Wang, 2018; Gao, Wang, Song, Gai,
& Zhao, 2017; Golobostanfard, Abdizadeh, Mohammadi, & Baghchesara, 2015;
Gong, Liu, Liu, & Jiang, 2019; Guo et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2018; Lee, D., Lee, Ahn,
& Lee, 2015; Lee, T. et al., 2015; Li, L., Li, Jiu, & Suganuma, 2018; Xie, Yang, Du,
Zhao, & Wang, 2018; Zhang, L. et al., 2017) shows that metals generally offer the
highest conductivity with the highest transparency but CNTs also have fairly good
numbers. After the original graph was created there have been several studies with
transparent conductive films consisting of multiple layers of different materials
mentioned above such as silver nanowires, copper nanowires, graphene, CNTs, AZO
and Ga-doped zinc oxide. (Guo et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2015; Li et
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al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2017) They achieve good conductivities but fall behind on
transparency compared to what other materials have been able to achieve.

Figure 1. Overview of different materials used in transparent conductive films
regarding their sheet resistance (in Ω/□) versus optical transparency (%). (Based on
Mohl et al. 2015, references therein, and new references listed before.)
Since transparent conductive films also need transparent substrates there are only
really two options for substrates, glass and polymers. And if the transparent
conductive film is needed for a flexible application, glass is not an option. Therefore
polymers and specifically PET are the most commonly used substrates for
transparent conductive films.
PET films are relatively hydrophobic and have poor wettability for water solutions
which makes coating them with aqueous CNT solution difficult and
impractical.(Xiao, Tao, Lu. & Zhang, 2010) One plausible option to turn the surface
of PET films more hydrophilic is pre-treatment with plasma. It modifies the top few
nanometers of the surface leaving the bulk of the material unchanged. Plasma
treatment with oxygen or nitrogen plasma creates polar functional groups to the
surface which leads to better attachment as the surface becomes less hydrophobic.
(Argun et al., 2003) The treatment also increases the roughness of the surface,
contributing to better attachment as well. (Junkar, Vesel, Cvelbar, Mozetič, & Strnad,
2009) However, shortly after the plasma treatment, the chemically reactive surfaces
undergo ageing effects caused by the recombination of surface charges, relaxation of
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dipoles, and reactions with the atmospheric oxygen and moisture, which result in a
gradual decay of the hydrophilicity. Therefore, any coating for the film should be
done as soon as possible after the plasma treatment. (Junkar et al., 2009; Mohl,
Dombovari, Vajtai, Ajayan, & Kordas, 2015 )
A study used oxygen-argon plasma and spray-coating with single-wall carbon
nanotubes as the conductive material and achieved TCFs with sheet resistance of
approximately 1000 Ω/□ at transmittance of 89% as well as sheet resistance of 500
Ω/□ at transmittance of 86%.(Shin et al., 2011) Another study, also with carbon
nanotubes, used air plasma and dip-coating and suggests that plasma treatment is not
effective on its own but needs a coat of silane solution after. This study produced
TCFs with sheet resistance of approximately 128 Ω/□ at transmittance of more than
90% as well as sheet resistance of approximately 75 Ω/□ at transmittance of more
than 80%. (Xiao et al., 2010)
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Reactive ion etching and its effect on the wettability of PET
Parameters to use for the type and amount of gas as well as the pressure in the
chamber for the plasma process (20 sccm of Ar at 20 mTorr) were given by previous
experience of the research team. In the current experiment, the plasma power and
process time were variables to find for the ion etching process to produce the lowest
contact angle for the PET (Melinex ST506). Test with 5-5 different plasma powers
and process times (25 combinations) were carried out. Before plasma treatment, the
polymers were cut to small sheets and cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. Each sample
was treated with one possible combination of plasma power and process time using a
plasma etcher (Oxford Instruments Plasmalab 80 Plus).
After the samples were treated with plasma, the contact angle was measured four
times for each sample at specific time intervals. Contact angle was first measured the
same day the sample was treated within few hours of the plasma treatment, then the
following day, the day after that and a week later. The contact angle was measured
by taking camera images (nearly side-view) of 10 ml water droplets cast on the
surface. Three pictures of each droplet were taken and giving six contact angle values
for each sample which were averaged. There is a systematic error in the
measurements due to the angle the pictures were taken from. The differences in the
contact angles between the different samples were clearly visible and easy to
quantify as shown in some example pictures below.

Figure 2. Contact angles after 50 W and 5 min Ar plasma treatment on day 0, day 1,
day 2 and day 8.
It can be clearly seen from both Figure 2 and 3 that the contact angle of the
samples starts increasing quite rapidly after the plasma treatment with the lowest
possible values only available during the same day. Therefore the samples should
ideally go through the dip-coating process during the same day as the treatment.
However with the parameters of 30 minutes and 200 W the contact angle stays fairly
low for a few days.
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Figure 3. Contact angles as a function of plasma power, processing time, and aging
after the treatment.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to assess the surface
composition of samples before and after plasma in order to see changes of the
chemistry. (Thermo Fisher Scientific ESCALAB 250Xi XPS System) The analysis
showed that the treatment resulted in the formation of polar groups on the surface of
the sample (Figure 4, Table 1) but it also introduced several different impurities from
the process chamber and the mask (not shown here).

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. XPS C1s and O1S peaks (a) before and (b) after the plasma treatment.
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Table 1. XPS composition of the polymer surface before and after plasma treatment.
Before
C1s (phenyl)
C1s (C=O)
C1s (C-O)
O1s (C=O)
O1s (C-O)
N1s A
N1s B

Atomic %
27.8
8.5
10.0
26.0
26.2
1.2
0.3

After
C1s (phenyl)
C1s (C=O)
C1s (C-O)
O1s (C=O)
O1s (C-O)
N1s A
N1s B

Atomic %
40.6
4.8
5.2
0.9
27.6
0.8
0.1

3.2 Sample preparation
In order to use dip-coating to deposit the CNTs on the surface of the PET the carbon
nanotubes needed to be dispersed in water. Since CNTs tend to form bundles and are
hard to be stabilized in natural solvents, carboxylic acid functionalized single-walled
carbon nanotubes (Sigma 662490) were applied. The powder of 30.36 mg of these
nanotubes was added in distilled water of 36 mL and stirred on a magnetic plate.
Then 1 mL of (concentration) ammonium hydroxide solution was added to further
aid the dispersion of the acidic SWCNTs while the solution continued to be stirred
for 30 minutes. Finally the solution was sonicated for 1.5 h and left to sediment for a
few days after which the upper supernatant fraction was collected. The concentration
of the dispersion was measured to be 0.68 ± 0.17 mg/mL.
After preparing the dispersion for dip-coating and deciding on the plasma
parameters, it was possible start manufacturing the samples themselves. The samples
were cut to 1 cm by 1 cm squares and cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. Based on the
earlier measurements, plasma parameters of 200 W and 30 minutes were chosen. The
polymers were exposed twice to the plasma to enable raster-stripe patterns on their
surface using an alumina mask having parallel slit-type openings in it. In the first
run, the polymer was treated while having the mask on it but then for the next plasma
treatment, the alumina mask was turned 90° to create the wanted treatment with a
grid pattern. Two different mask were used to create slightly different grids with line
widths being ~40-50 um and ~60-75 um (width different on different sides of
sample).
After the plasma treatment, the samples were submerged manually in the aqueous
SWNCT dispersion and then slowly drawn out. The films were then dried in an oven
at ~40 ℃ for 5 minutes, and the process was repeated till each sample had the correct
amount of repeated coatings (1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 15 and 20 dips). Finally platinum
electrodes were deposited to all sides of the sample so that electrical measurements
could be done in a 4-point arrangement. Sheet resistances and I-V curves were
measured for the samples using Keithley 2636A controlled by a script. Scanning
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electron microscopy (Zeiss ULTRA plus FESEM) and atomic force microscopy
(Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM) were used to assess surface microstructure and
topology, respectively. In addition, optical transmission measurements were carried
out to quantify the transparency of the films (UV-vis-NIR Varian Cary 500
spectrophotometer).
As it was revealed in our experiments (will be discussed later), the control on the
deposited amount of CNTs over the patterned areas was not sufficient because of the
too high concentration of nanotubes and limited stability of the dispersion. Therefore,
at a later date another aqueous CNT dispersion was made using the same types of
carboxyl functionalized nanotubes with a smaller concentration and with a better
dispersion in the solvent. Accordingly, 10.8 mg of the SWCNT-COOH was mixed
with 300 ml of distilled water and 3 ml of ammonium hydroxide, then sonicated for 3
h. After that the solution was centrifuged for 30 min at 3000 rpm and the supernatant
was collected. The concentration of the as-made dispersion was 0.020 ± 0.003
mg/mL.
This ink was then used to coat further samples treated with plasma only once
(parallel instead of a grid pattern), which enabled more reliable electrical
characterization than before. The mask used in this experiment had a geometry as
follows: center to center line spacing of 1 mm, slit width of ~70 μm, line length of 25
mm (the real line length was reduced to ~20 mm because of the post-evaporated Pt
electrodes) Platinum electrodes were deposited at both ends of the lines and I-V
curves were measured for the samples.
3.3 Grid-type patterns with high density CNT networks
Both SEM and AFM images were taken to determine the location and spread of the
carbon nanotubes in the samples. The quality of the SEM images was less than ideal
as any coating thick enough to prevent the sample from being charged by the electron
microscope also covered the carbon nanotubes. Therefore no conductive coating
could be added to the surface as the nanotubes needed to be visible and the samples
would potentially get charged while the SEM pictures were being changed leading to
the surface of the area the microscope was focused on darker. Despite the difficulties
in taking good pictures it was possible to conclude a few things. There are a good
number of carbon nanotubes on the surface and with a good percolation of the
network (Figure 6). The carbon nanotube grid is observable in low magnifications as
the conductive grid pattern is dark, while the non-conductive parts that are not coated
with the CNTs are white due to surface charging under the electron beam.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) High and (b) low magnification SEM images of the grid-patterned
CNTs on the plasma treated PET surface.
To have a better visibility of the surface structures AFM topology analysis was
carried out as well. From these images it is possible to see the changes in topology
caused by both the plasma process as well as the carbon nanotubes that were
deposited. As expected, there are carbon nanotubes outside the treated pattern but in
much smaller amounts than inside the pattern.(Figure 7) Because of the use of
dip-coating it was expected that there would be carbon nanotubes outside of the
pattern was well.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. AFM topology map of (a) carbon nanotube network coating the plasma
treated area of PET and (b) the polymer surface without plasma treatment. In the
latter only a single nanotube can be seen.
The sheet resistance of the of the films varied much among different masks and
dip repetitions (typically on the scale of a few tens of kΩ/◻) with the lowest values
below 10 kΩ/◻ at a transparency of ~65% over the entire visible spectrum (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8. Transmission spectra of the PET film before and after plasma treatment,
and after deposition of CNT grid pattern.
3.4 Line patterns with low density CNT networks
The second set of samples produced using parallel stripes with the less concentrated
inks showed much more linear and predictable results but with generally smaller
conductivities. The layout of the sample makes it possible to calculate the sheet
resistance of the carbon nanotube network within the lines as the pattern is
essentially conductive lines connected in parallel and we know the measurements of
the pattern on the film.
As indicated in Fig. 9, three zones can be distinguished on the surface at the line
pattern: (1) the center of the line with a width of ~50 μm corresponding to the area
directly hit by the ions of plasma. (2) Line edges having ~50 μm lanes on both sides
most likely due to plasma over-spraying at the imperfect mask-polymer contact. (3)
Surface region that has not interacted with the plasma. In the first two regions that
interacted with the plasma there can be seen CNTs and their bundles arranged in
random networks while the surface without plasma processing seems to have no
CNTs on it. Accordingly, the total width of the CNT coated lines affected by the
plasma is ~150 μm. The major difference between the experiments using high and
low concentration CNT inks, is the surface density of CNTs in the line patterns.
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Figure 9. SEM images of the line patterns on PET deposited using low concentration
stable inks with 5 coating (dipping) repetitions. (a) Low magnification image of the
surface, and a (b) higher magnification micrograph of a part between the lines not
exposed previously to plasma plasma. No CNTs can be found in such areas. (c) Low
magnification image of a line pattern, whose edge is magnified in panel (d). The
center part is magnified in panels (e) and (f). Both center area (1) and the lanes on its
sides (2) are partly covered by CNTs. Region (3) is not exposed to plasma and is
similar to that displayed in panel (b).
Current-voltage curves measured (between -5 and 5 V) for the line patterned
surfaces show linear slopes for each sample regardless of the coating repetition (Fig.
10). The slopes are typically steeper, i.e. the resistances are lower as the dipping
number increased (although some inconsistency is observed, which is due to
experimental errors in sample preparation). However, the main trend is clear: the
more CNT is immobilized on the surface, the lower the resistance becomes (see inset
in Fig. 10). The most conducting films (10 and 20 dips) have resistances of ~1.3 MΩ,
whereas only a few dip repetitions result in resistances above several tens of GΩ. The
best performing film had a resistance of 1.3 MΩ, which corresponds to a sheet
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resistance of 1.3 MΩ/□ for the film itself (~20 mm electrode-to-electrode spacing for
the evaporated Pt, and total device width of ~20 mm). On the other hand, considering
the width of the CNT coated lines (~150 μm), their length (~20 mm) and number
(20×), the sheet resistance of the CNT networks in the lines is ~200 kΩ/□.

Figure 10. Current–voltage curves of CNT line patterned films made by different
repeated coating numbers.
To see the data better, and to be able to elaborate more on the nature of CNT
network formation, the conductivity of the films is plotted as a function of coating
(dipping) repetition using a log-log plot (Fig. 11). The as-plotted data points can be
fitted reasonably well with a linear function, which means that the original data
points follow a power function, which is expected as it is a signature of percolating
α
networks of conducting materials: σ = σ 0 (θ − θc ) , where σ is the conductivity of
the network, σ 0 is a parameter, θ is the surface coverage in 2-dimensional (or
volumetric concentration in 3-dimensional) systems of the conductor, θc is the
critical coverage (or concentration) of the conductive phase showing the percolation
threshold, and α is the critical exponent being 1.33 and 1.94 for 2D and 3D
percolation, respectively. (Hu, Hecht, & Grüner, 2004) In the log-log plot, the
exponent of the power function is given by the slope of the linear fit, which is ~5.5
for the measured data (conductance vs. coating repetition). This is higher than the
value expected by theory (1.33) for a random 2D network. It must be noted, that the
power fit holds only above the percolation threshold, whose value is difficult to
estimate from our data. In principle, the networks are conductive even after 2 dipping
cycles, however in the practice, we cannot consider a network conductive when its
resistance is ~100 GΩ.
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Figure 11. Log-log data points, i.e. log (conductance) vs. log (coating number) in a
linear coordinate system to visualize the power function character of the function.
The linear slope of the fit shows the power exponent of the original function.
Accordingly, if we set an arbitrary threshold for percolation by considering only
the CNT networks with resistance values say lower than 1 GΩ, the power fit gives
reasonable parameters but with high uncertainty due to the too few number of data
points (4 data points to fit an equation having 3 parameters). The as-obtained fitting
parameters are 4.7 for the coating repetition and 0.8 for the critical exponent (Fig.
12), which are physically quite reasonable.

Figure 12. Data points above the conductance threshold of 1 GΩ plotted on log-log
c
scale and fitted the Belehradek power function, y = a(x − b) to reveal the critical
threshold and power exponents of the percolating CNT network.
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3.5 Capacitive touch screen switch demonstration
The sample for the demonstration was done with the same method as described
earlier but simply with a larger sample and a platinum electrode was only deposited
to one side of the sample as seen on pictures x and y so it could be connected to the
capacitive switch circuit. The sample was then attached to a circuit that acted as a
capacitive switch with the sample acting as a capacitor. The LED would turn on and
off when the circuit detected a change in capacitance in the sample. The conductive
carbon nanotube acted as one side of the capacitor and the PET substrate acted as the
dielectric. When a finger would touch the opposite side of the sample from the
conductive grid it would create a virtual ground and the voltage across the capacitor
would change which would trigger the circuit to turn the LED on or off.

Figure 13: Capacitive touch screen turning a LED on and off by simply
placing a finger to the insulating side of the TCF.
3.6 Evaluation of results
While the results from the sheet resistances were inconclusive they did show that the
grid of deposited carbon nanotubes is conductive which could already be predicted
from the SEM and AFM analyses. There was no trend to the sheet resistances or the
I-V curves which cold tell us that the preparation of the first set of samples was not
controlled. The CNT solution was not stable and the micropattern trapped droplets of
dispersion within leading to uneven spread of carbon nanotubes as the droplets
experienced the coffee-ring effect as they dried. These issues were addressed with
the second set of samples that was made with a stable CNT solution and with a
micropattern that did not trap droplets of dispersion within the pattern. The results
from these films showed The results from these films showed a trend between
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coating repetition and resistance. However these second set of samples were
generally less conductive than the first ones.
Because the dip-coating was done manually its parameters could not be controlled
accurately. Consequently, some variation between different samples and different
layers occurred giving rise to slight scattering of the data, which could be avoided by
automatized sample preparation (e.g. dip-coating machine with controlled merging
and retraction rates). With the amount in the second set of samples it was not
possible to determine how much this lack of control possibly affected their quality.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
From the results it can be said that the method used is able to produce transparent
conductive films with micropatterned carbon nanotube grids. There is also a lot to
improve upon and the conductivities achieved were not quite as high as they are for
many transparent conductive films manufactured using different methods and
materials. A higher concentration CNT dispersion with a grid-type pattern gave
higher conductivities but with unreliable results while a lower concentration more
stable dispersion with a line pattern gave more reliable and predictable results but
much lower conductivities.
Despite experienced sample-to-sample preparation uncertainties, a new process may
be claimed, which is suitable for producing proper touch screens for a capacitive
switch application
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